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Code Tune-up Act
Special Designation: Act of the Senate

"An act updating the SGA Code"

Whereas(1): Changes have occurred which necessitate updating of the Texas A&M University SGA Code.

Therefore
Let it be
Enacted(1): That III S.G.A.C §003 Article XI (7) (b) be added to the code:

"(b) This section shall expire on the final academic day of each school year and be up for renewal at the beginning of the following year. Each time, its renewal shall require a unanimous vote of Justices present and voting at a previously announced meeting that reaches quorum," and;

Let it be
Further
Enacted(2): That III S.G.A.C §001a (3)(3)(a)(9) have its numbering ordered sequentially and the sixty appearing point be amended to no longer reflect the existence of specific liaisons but rather a general reference.